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1. !l\TRODl:CTlON AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS

The following result is due to Tunln [8].

THEOREM A. If p(zl is a polynomial of degree n havinx all its zeros in
Izi ~ 1, then

( 1.1 )

The result is sharp and equality hold~ in (1.1 l if all the zeros of p(z l lie on

Izi = 1.

More generally if the polynomial p(z l has all its zeros in Izi ~ K ~ 1, it
was proved by Malik [7] that the inequality (t.l l can be replaced by

n
max Ip'(zll ~-1K max Ip(zll·
Izl ~ 1 + Izi ~ 1

(1.2 )

Malik [7] in fact deduces it by applying the following result (for another
proof see [5, Theorem C, p. 503]) to the polynomial znp(l /z).

THEOREM B. If p( z l is a polynomial of degree n having no zeros in
Izi <K, K~ 1, thenfor Izi ~ 1,

Ip'(zll ~ 1 n K max Ip(zll.+ Izl- 1
(1.3 l

Equality in (1.3 l holds for the polynomial p(z l = (z + Kt·

The case when p(zl has all its zeros in !zi < K, K~ I, was settled by
Govil [4], who proved
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THEOREM C. rr p(z) = L~~o a,z' is a polynomial of degree nand p(z)
has all its zeros in the disk Izi ~ K, K~ 1, then

'( n )1max Ip z)1 ~-K" max Ip(z .
IZI ~ 1 1+ Izi ~ I

(1.4 )

The result is best possible with equality for the polynomial p(z) = z" + K".

Although the above result is sharp, it still has two drawbacks, as is very
easy to see. First, the bound in (1.4) depends only on the zero of largest
modulus and not on other zeros even if some of them are very close to the
origin. For example, for both the polynomials PI(Z) = (z + It and P2(Z) =
z" - 1(z + I), where I is an arbitrary positive number, Theorem C will give
the same bound, n/( 1+ I"), although the polynomial P2(Z) has (n - 1) zeros
at the origin and only one zero of modulus t. Second, since the extremal
polynomial in (1.4) is (z" + K"), it should be possible to obtain a sharper
bound for polynomials L~~oa,zv, where not all the coefficients ai'
a2 , ••• , an _ 1 are zero. In other words it would be interesting to obtain a
bound in Theorem C which depends on the location of all the zeros of the
polynomial L~o_oa,z' and also on the coefficients ai' a2, ...,a". In this
connection, we prove the following

THEOREM. Let p(z)=L~~oa,z'=a"Il~~1(z-z,), a,,#O be a polyno
mial of degree n ~ 2, Iz, I~ Kv> 1~ v ~ n, and let K = max(K1 , K2, ..., K,,)
~ 1. Then

and

2 " K
~~~ Ip'(z)1 ~ 1+ K" "~I K + K, ~~~ Ip(z)1

(K - 1)" " 1
+ 1 +K" latl L K+K

\! = 1 v

+(1-1/K)la l l, if n=2. (1.6)

In (1.5) and (1.6) equality holds for p(z) = z" + K".
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The case when the polynomial p(z) is of degree 1 is uninteresting because
in that case trivially max lz1 ~, Ip'(z)1 = (1/(1 + K)) max lo ~, !p(z)l, where K
is the modulus of the zero of p(z).

Since K/(K + K\.) ~ 1for 1~ v~ n, the above theorem gives in particular

COROLLARY. ({ p(z) = a" fl~ ~ , (z - z\.), a" to 0, is a polynomial (~f degree
n having all its zeros in IzI~ K, where K~ I, then

n
max Ip'(z)1 ~ " max ip(z)1
1= ~ 1 (I + K ) Iz,- 1

n la,,_ ,I IK"_I K"-2_1)
+(1+K")K(-n-- n-2

and

if n > 2; ( 1.7)

~a~ Ip'(z)1 ~ 1+nK" ~~~ Ip(z)1

(K _ I)"
+ K(I + K") la,1 + (I -1/K) lall, if n = 2. ( 1.8 )

In (1.7) and (1.8), equality holds for p(z) = z" + K".

It is easy to verify that if K> I and n>2, then ((K"-I)/n
(K" 2 - I )/(n - 2)) > 0, hence for polynomials of degree > I, (1.7) and
(1.8) together provide a refinement of Theorem C. In fact, excepting the
case when p(z) has all its zeros on Izi = K, a, =0, and a", ,= 0, the bound
obtained by our theorem is always sharper than the bound obtained from
Theorem C. As is easy to see, our theorem also provides a refinement and
generalization of the following result due to Aziz [I, Theorem 1].

THEOREM D [I]. If all the zeros of the polynomial p(z) = fl ~ = 1 (z - z,.)
of degree n lie in Izi ~ K, where K~ I, then

The result is best possible and equality in (1.9) holds for p(z) = z" + K".
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2. LEM\1AS

For the proof of the theorems, we need the following lemmas.

LEM\1A 1. 1lp(z)=ann~~1 (z-zv) is a polynomial oldegree n having
all its zeros in Izi ~ 1, then

n 1
~~x Ip'(z)1 ~ L (1 1 I) ~~x Ip(z)l·
1-1-1 v-I +z, I-II

(2.1 )

There is equality in (2.1) if the zeros are all POSililJe.

This result is due to Giroux, Rahman, and Sehmeisser [3, Theorem 5].
The following result is well known and is due to Lax [6].

LEMMA 2. lfp(z) = a" n~~ 1 (z - z,.), an ;6 0, is a polynomial of degree n,
Iz, 1~ 1 for 1~ v~ n, then

n
~a~ Ip'(z)1 ~2 ~~~ Ip(z)l·

There is equality in (2.2) for the polynomial p(z) = 1+ zn.

(2.2)

LEMMA 3. 1f p(z) =L~ ~ 0 a,zv is a polynomial of degree n ~ 2, then for
all R> 1,

max lp(z)l ~ R" max lp(z)l- (R n
- R" 2) Ip(O)I. (2.3)

·zl-R IZI~l

The above result is due to Frappier, Rahman, and Ruscheweyh [2,
Theorem 2].

LEM\1A 4. If p(z) = an n~_1 (z - zv), an ;6 0, is a polynomial of degree
n> 2, Iz,l ~ 1 for 1~ v~ n, then for R ~ 1,

(R" + 1) ( R n
- I R" 2 - 1)

I~~~ Ip(z)l~ 2 ~~~ Ip(z)I-lall -n-- n-2 . (2.4)

Equality in (2.4) holds for p(z) = (zn + 1).

Proof of Lemma 4. For each t/J, 0 ~ t/J < 2n, we have

p(Rei<P) - p(ei<P) =r ei<Pp'(rei<P) dr,

which gives

Ip(Rei<P) - p(ei<p)1 ~r Ip'(rei<P)1 dr.
1

(2.5 )
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Now applying first Lemma 3 and then Lemma 2 to the polynomial p'(z},

which is of degree >2, we get

r R
- I (r" - I - r1l

3) dr IU I I
·1

(R" - I) . . ,(R
1I

- I R'" 2 - I )= 2 max Ip(z)l- ja,1 ---' ,
IZ! Inn - 2

from which Lemma 4 follows.

3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

First, we prove inequality (1.5). Here the polynomial p(z) is of degree
> 2. Because the zeros of the polynomial p(z) are;:\, (1 ~ v~ n), the zeros
of the polynomial P(z) = p(Kz) are z,.jK (I ~ v~ n) and because the poly
nomial p(z) has all its zeros in Izl ~ K, the polynomial P(z) has all its zeros
in Izi ~ I, and therefore by Lemma I,

1
max 1P'(z)1 ~ I (l I') max IP(z)i,
-=1 I "~I +Izv/K 1= I

which is clearly equivalent to

11 K
K max Ip'(z)1 ~ I max Ip(z}l.

I=I~K v~1 (K+ Iz"I) I=I~K

(3.1 )

(3.2)

Since the polynomial p(z) is of degree >2, the polynomial p'(z) is of
degree >2; hence, applying Lemma 3 to p'(z), we get, for K> I,

max Ip'(z)I~K1I'max Ip'(z)i-(K1I,-1_K1I-3)!U:!. (3.3)
'Z: - K Izi ,1

Equation (3.3) when combined with Eq. (3.2) gives, for K~ I,

11 K
K1I max Ip'(z)1 - (KlI - K1I 2) fall > I max !p(z)i. (3.4)

'=i~1 v~1 (K+ Iz"I) 1.-,- K

Let q(z) = zlIp ( l/z) be the reciprocal polynomial of the polynomial p(z).
Since the polynomial p(z) has all its zeros in Izi ~ K, K> 1. the polynomial
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q(z/K) has all its zeros in Izi ~ I; hence, applying Lemma 4 to the polyno
mial q(z/K), we get, for K~ 1,

(Kn + I)
~~~ Iq(z/K)I ~ 2 ~~~ Iq(z/k)1

la ll 1 I (Kn
- 1 Kn

- 2 - I )
-J( -n-- n-2 '

which is equivalent to

On combining (3.5) with (3.4), we get

Kn (Kn_ Kn- 2 )

----- max Ip'(z)l- lall
n K Izl ~ I KL ~II

,,~I (K+ Iz"l) ~,,~I (K+ Iz"l)

2K"
~ (I + K") ~~~ Ip(z)1

2Iall_IIKn-l(Kn-1 Kn- 2 _1)+ ------
1+ Kn n n-2'

which gives

2 n K
~~~ Ip'(z)1 ~ I +K" "~I K+ Iz,,1 ~~~ Ip(z)1

2 la I (Kn- I Kn
2 - I) n I

+(I+nK~) -'-1-- n-2 \'~I K+lzvl

+ lall (1 - 1/K2
)

2 n K

~ (I + K n) \'~I (K + K
v

) ~~~ Ip(z)1

+2 Ia n _ 1 1 II. 1 (K
II

-I_K
II

--

2 -1)
(I +K") "L I (K+Kv ) n n-2

+ lall (I -1/K2
), (3.6)

which is (1.5).
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The proof of (1.6) follows on the same lines as the proof of (1.5) but
instead of Lemma 3 it uses the inequality

M(p, R):( RM(p, 1) - (R - 1) Ip(Oll, (3.7)

true for polynomials of degree 1, and instead of Lemma 4, the result corre
sponding to Lemma 4 for polynomials of degree 2. We omit the details.

The author is thankful to the referee for his suggestions.
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